
CHAPATIS WORKSHEET 
(Indian flat breads often eaten with curries, or 
Topden’s dal!) Recipe makes 8 large chapatis 

 
 

 
 

 
250 grams ata or very fine or sieved wholemeal flour 
Small pinch salt 
1 tablespoon vegetable oil 
Approx 175 mls tepid water 
 

1. Place flour in a mixing bowl. Add pinch of salt and oil 
and mix in. 

2. Add water slowly, stirring it into the flour to form a 
soft dough. You may have to add a little more flour or 
water. The dough should not be too stiff. 

3. Remove dough from bowl, place on a floured worktop 
and knead it as you would when making home made 
bread, folding the dough and stretching it, repeatedly 
until it is soft and pliable. (about 6-8 minutes). Put 
dough back in bowl and cover with a damp cloth for 
about 30 minutes at least. 

4. Lightly knead the dough again on a floured surface and 
cut as equally as possible,  into 8 bits. Form each bit 
into a round ball. 

5. At this stage place either a heavy cast iron frying pan 
or an Indian tava (which is a circular cast iron plate) 
on a medium heat, for a few minutes and allow it to get 
very hot. 



6. Now using a rolling pin roll one of the balls out into a 
thin, flat circular shape about 9 / 10 inches in diameter. 

7. Cover the remaining balls of dough with a dampish 
cloth and carefully flip your rolled out chapati onto the 
hot frying pan or tava. Cook for about a minute and 
then turn over using a fish slice. Cook for about 
another minute or until it looks ready. Hopefully some 
small oval shaped bumps will appear. (Indian cooks 
will often puff them up by placing on a low gas flame 
or under a hot grill) However this could be dangerous 
and you can get reasonable results without doing this.  

8. When the chapatti is ready repeat the process for the 
remaining balls of dough. (If 2 people are helping, the 
dough can be rolled out by one person, and cooked by 
the other) Take great care not to burn yourself on the 
pan. The chapatis can be kept warm by enveloping 
them in a clean tea towel or large napkin until they are 
all ready. Best served at once with your Indian dal (see 
Topden’s recipe) or curries. However if you plan to eat 
them later, they can be reheated, wrapped in tin foil for 
about 15 minutes in a medium to hot oven (Gas mark 6 
/ 220c for about 15 – 20 minutes) 


